Introduction
Following a recent revival of interest in both Thomae's function and digit functions (see [1] and [2] respectively) we present here a function providing an appealing link between the two. The former, nowadays often cited in courses on real analysis, was given by Thomae in 1875; see also [3] , [4] and [5] . This functionJ which we denote by g (x) , has the following definition: I £ if x = | for some p e Z and q e N,\ is irrational, j where it is so be assumed that gcd (p, q) = 1 when x is rational. It is snown alternatively as the 'popcorn function' oJ thu 'raindrop function'. Thomae's function is an example of a ounction * defined on some interval (0 e) sav for which there exists a dense subset S of (0 1) with a denss complement 5* such that e is discontinuous at all points in S but continuous at all points in r" In addition to this it possesses the propertv of being integrable in say the interval [0 1] It is also possible to define functions on the integers via their dieits in various bases A well-known example simplv maps the positive integers written in some fixed base to the sums of their digits Indeed there has been some interestine work done on sum-of-digits functions in 161 and \1\ We may also specify functions on the real numbers by way of their digits in various bases, and it is a function of this type that is considered here. As we shall show, on appropriately-defined domains and dense subsets} the function given in the following section possesses the somewhat counterintuitive continuity and integrability properties of Thomae's function.
The digit function
Let T be lhe set of all numbers in (0, 1) of the form * where m and n are positive integers such that 1 < m < 2" -1. Note that the set S = T\ {i} and its complement, <T, are both dense in (0, 1). We define/ on (0, 1) by way of -
where d k (x) is equal to the value of the *th digit after the bicimal point in the binary representation of x. For example, if x = 0.01101... 2 , with the subscnpTdenoting the base, then d x W = < ? * « = 1, *(*) = 1. and so on. In order to ensure that/ is well-defined we need to be able to assign to any number x e (0, 1) a unique binary representation. This can be 398 THE MATHEMATICAL GAZETTE achieved by insusting that only representations witS infinitely many zeros after the bicimal point are used, noting that every x e (0, 1) has such a representation. This prevents us from uslng a representation such as X = n n! IIS? 1 2 ' ^ abOVC reStriCti°n ^^ ** * iS W°Uld * Written aS at = U.U11UU1 2 .
We make three initial observations concerning/: (I) When* < \,
Similarly,/(*) > jcwhenx > £. (ii) Next, it is the case t h a t / is increasing on s0, {]. To Iee this, let
x, y e R be such that 0 < x < y < *. Then, for some n^N . w e haverf t W = d*(y)forl < t < n -1, <*"(*) = 0and</"(y) = 1. 
Continuity properties
We now show that, with regard to continuity, / possesses similar properties to Thomae's function.
Theorem 1: The function/ is discontinuous at all points in S.
Proof. Suppose that x e S. We may, without loss of generality, write x = f n for some n > 2 where m is odd and 1 < m < 2" -1. Next let JC € S<\ {£}. Then x has a non-terminat!ng binary representation with infinitely many zeros after !he point. We choose e M 0, r such that x < r < 1 and n such that For y sufficiently close tl *, at (y) = d k (x) for all 1 such that 1 < k < n. Therefore /(y)-/W-S*(x)(/-^)+ I 4(y)/-X *O0*s-
Now let
Then p (y) is a polynomial and is thus continuous. Hence, for y close enough to x, we have \p (y) -/? (x)\ < £. Thusn so long as y < r, it is the case that for ally sufficiently close to x,
We have thus proved that/ is continuous at x e l"\ {£S, thereby completing the proo" of the theore(X
Integrability
It is not true t h a t / is Riemann integrable in [0, 1]. However, it is 'almost' integrable in this interval in the following sense: We note here that a general Sheorem in real analysis states that any bounded function with countable set of discontinuity is Riemann integrable (in tact, a surticient condition is that this set has measure 0); see [X\ tor familiar withi A more elementarp result is that increasing functions are Riemann integrable, so property (ii) given in Section 2 tells us that / is Riemann integrable in [0! iJ.
